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A NEW FACE
Multiforma sets course for the future.
Our new home is based on just one thing: Our wishes. What do we need to feel comfortable? What do we 

value? What will give us pleasure for years to come? Multiforma is perfect as a storage range, therefore we 

do not have to be. Hooray for liberating free space!

The gentle but rich feeling when opening the drawers, the 

quiet gliding of the sliding doors, the perfect workmanship 

of the well thought-out interior layout – such impressions 

and small moments of pleasure in everyday life do not 

wear out any more than the high-quality furniture itself. 

Multiforma surfaces give us countless possibilities to crea-

te the most diverse interior designs through combination 

and decoration – but they also simply feel great. Not only 

adapted to the architecture of your home, but also to your 

preferences and favourite home accessories.

Quality you can feel

Careful selection of materials, elaborate craftsmanship 

and a well thought-out design concept pay off: 

The result looks exactly like your dream furniture – and

it feels like it, too.

Versatility that adapts 
to your wishes 

We all have different ideas and requirements. In order

to design the ideal unit for you, we draw on a wide

range of options: Dimensions, colours, possible

combinations. That is perfection.

Love of detail setting hülsta 
apart

Solid quality is the compulsory programme, playfulness

in design is the freestyle. We are always happy to

surprise you, for instance with a sophisticated lighting 

solution or a particularly practical interior design.

Limitless
combinations.

MULTI 
FORMA
next level

As a popular wardrobe system, Multiforma stands for 

design, quality and adaptability. If you are looking for the 

perfect wardrobe, you can draw from the full range here: 

Models with sliding doors, hinged or folding doors and 

clever intermediate units offer plenty of space for your 

clothes and personal preferences. Design, interior fittings 

and finishes can be bespoke, special sizes and shapes 

included. Multiforma has many faces – from straight lines 

without handles in lacquer to pure high-gloss and combi-

nations with elegant wood. Storage, perfectly stylish.
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Pure white
cmyk 10/9/15/1

Cream white
cmyk 5/5/15/0
RAL 9001

Core walnutAngora
cmyk 0/5/9/18
RAL 060 80 05

Natural oakSahara
cmyk 0/11/17/26
RAL 060 70 10

Ash naturaCashmere
cmyk 0/6/9/29
RAL 060 70 05

Grey oakDark grey
cmyk 0/1/2/64
RAL 000 40 00

Cashmere oak Anthracite oakAnthracite
cmyk 65/60/57/61

BALANCED TONES
Feel good in nature.
Multiforma shows its soothingly gentle side: Colours and materials from nature, warm wood, muted tones

with a calm aura create a favourite retreat with a feel-good ambience: The bedroom becomes a wellness oasis

providing peace and mindfulness to recharge your inner strength.

Whether hearty natural oak or elegant walnut, for the veneer 

to have the desired image of lines and swirls, it comes down 

to the millimetre. When we cut the selected log in a resource-

saving way, the angle and position of the cut decisively

determine the appearance of the veneer. For Multiforma, we 

only use veneers made of elegant, long-lasting wood species 

from sustainable, controlled forestry, we never use tropical 

woods.

ELEGANT WOODS, 
BRILLIANT LACQUERS

FINE 
VENEERS

Multiforma gently takes „mix and match“ to another

level: The new colour world with its emotional effect can be

perfectly (re-)combined – with other hülsta ranges, but 

also with home accessories that can change with the 

trend. Multiforma remains (flexible): You can always

rediscover your living environment – sustainably and

resource-saving.
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OPEN FOR EVERYTHING
Fitted to the room, with gently sliding 
doors or as a walk-in solution.
There is no such thing as the one Multiforma wardrobe, but there are as many variations as there are 

customer wishes. Whether it‘s an endlessly plannable and adaptable hinged-door wardrobe, a space-

saving folding-door wardrobe or a small walk-in „boutique“ in your own home – every Multiforma wardrobe 

impresses with its inspiring design freedom, excellent quality and many extras.

Making a style statement with clear functional advantages: 

Sliding-door wardrobes called Multiforma are a convincing 

and harmonious part of a sophisticated interior design 

and can be opened in a space-saving way. Technology 

à la hülsta makes it easy to operate the doors. Thanks to 

the wide variety of designs and versions, they team up 

perfectly with any hülsta bedroom.

Multiforma is also a walk-in wardrobe, flush-integrated 

recess system or room divider. The large selection of sizes 

and functions, the excellent plannability, and the possibility 

to find individual room solutions with tailor-made products 

are also available. Even as a mini-boutique, the system 

adapts effortlessly to the existing interior design.

 

SLIDING DOOR 
WARDROBE

ROOM AND RECESS 
SYSTEM

HINGED AND
FOLDING DOORS   
They are the all-rounders among Multiforma‘s wardrobe 

solutions. Whether standard size or bespoke, to make 

perfect use of the available space and height, hinged 

and folding door wardrobes with corner solutions and 

intermediate units are more than worth considering if the 

available space and room height are to be used optimally. 

Easy to plan, perfectly adaptable, easy to combine. 
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Limitless
individuality.

MULTI 
FORMA
next level
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WALL WIDTHS

RECESSES
Thanks to bespoke productions, dimensions to suit your 

requirements and individual room conditions are very easy 

to achieve with Multiforma. Depending on the selected front 

design, we can shorten the height, width and depth of the 

wardrobe for you free of charge. Side and rear cuts as well 

as cut-outs in height and depth are also possible at an extra 

charge.

ADAPTS TO
YOUR WISHES
And lives up to its name.
Multiforma is exactly what you wish for – in height, width and slope. Luxury that saves 

space and fulfils individual wishes.

Good thing that not all rooms are alike – from traditional to minimalist 

contemporary newbuild, every architectural style has its own

distinctive features. Our furniture is designed to cope with

extraordinary floorplans – featuring units, that will fit into virtually 

any space: In small recesses, large rooms, for sloping ceilings and

ceiling-high storage challenges. Even doors can be tailor-made. High, 

deep and wide – long live individuality – we are looking forward to your 

special requests.

The large choice of standard widths makes it easy to make 

the most of the available wall widths with Multiforma. If the 

choice of dimensions is not sufficient, any door can be 

shortened to a smaller size.

Also possible: Wall design with Multiforma. Shown here, 

the wall of a recess next to the wardrobe has been covered 

with fronts in the same Design G. Visually, the area is thus 

convincingly integrated. 

Height reduction Width reduction Depth reduction

Free of charge 

Against charge 

Cut-out in  
height

Cut-out in  
depth
 

Side cuts
 

Rear cuts  
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ENDLESS UPON REQUEST
Still furniture or rather architecture?
Hinged and folding door wardrobes from Multiforma can be endlessly planned and combined. Choose between 

three standard heights for the hinged door and two standard heights for the folding door version. The 337.8 cm 

high hinged door wardrobe gains its height by combining a top unit with a base unit. If height reductions are 

required, the base unit is always shortened in height.

One of Multiforma‘s strengths is its flexibility. A ceiling-high solution up to 

406.6 cm can exactly be planned for a wall and room doors can also be 

converted in the process. The sloped end units ensure a striking look.
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Limitless 
versatility.

MULTI 
FORMA
next level
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PERFECTLY
INDIVIDUAL

FRONTDESIGNS

SIMPLE BEAUTY: DESIGN AT

The name reflects the benefits of the range: The 

wardrobe system Multiforma is particularly versatile 

and offers interiors to exactly fit your requirements 

– and your dimensions. Numerous designs, finishes 

and unique intermediate units make Multiforma both 

extraordinary and exclusive. Wardrobe units with 

hinged and folding doors as well as a wardrobe with TV 

compartment and a large sliding door wardrobe are all 

part of the range. Multiforma is a multi-talent that can 

be combined with every bedroom range from hülsta 

and virtually any interior design style – as suitable for 

small recess solutions as for large dressing rooms. As a 

smart room system concept for a walk-in wardrobe, it 

offers all of the advantages in terms of planning, finishes 

and bespoke productions.

With various widths, many front solutions and, depending 

on the model, up to three heights, the intermediate units 

from Multiforma offer plenty of scope for your imagination. 

Individual height and depth reductions are also possible with 

some units. By the way: although their name says otherwise, 

intermediate units can even be planned as basic and end 

units or as freestanding units. 

This distinctively simple design perfectly underlines the fine shimmer of high-gloss 

or matt lacquered fronts just as well as large, mirrored surfaces or the cosy look of 

selected genuine wood veneers. The right choice (not just) for minimalists.

AT

A: Front-closing doors T: Flush-closing doors

GU GL SP LA
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BALANCED AESTHETICS: DESIGN GU
OPEN AND TIDY: DESIGN GL

If you love a truly simplistic design but want to add a personal touch, then Design GU with a traversing 

design feature will be the ideal combination: Depending upon the selected combination of lacquer shades 

and/or wood finishes, the fronts have an individual visual impact ranging from subtle to distinctive. 

A dressing room can be a separate room – or a very special wardrobe. Design GL transforms Multiforma 

into an attractive shop window that showcases your precious clothes behind glass doors thus protecting 

them from dust. The clever interior fittings are shown at their best and can be lit if required.
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OPEN ALL HOURS: 
DESIGN U
Integrated handle profiles provide an elegant opening solution. 

Together with the relief, the recessed fillets make a striking style 

statement. Tone-on-tone or in a contrasting colour, they are certainly 

the visual highlight of Design U.

PERFECTLY STAGED: 
DESIGN SP
Generous, mirrored surfaces not only capture the light, 

but they are also a great help when getting dressed. The 

simple Design SP combines mirrored doors facetted 

on the side with hinged or folding doors in warm wood 

colours or elegant lacquer. Mirrors make large wardrobe 

systems look less obtrusive.
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EXCITINGLY ARCHITECTURAL: DESIGN LA

A SPECIAL FEATURE: 
MILLED HANDLES

Slats in wood elegantly bring nature into the room. Tidy yet stimulating, the slat aesthetics 

play with grown lines, with light and shadow. The intermediate element transforms the 

rather austere look into a lively unit.

The milled handles are not only simple, elegant and unobtrusive, 

but also very original.
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Which handle may we serve with Multiforma? All handles, 

from small and minimalist to protruding and accentuated, 

can be combined with all fronts - this creates completely 

different views on the same piece of furniture. The metal 

handles are available in gloss or matt chrome and in 

anthracite lacquer. The smallest handle in the range is also 

available in all lacquer and wood versions from angora 

lacquer to core walnut. There is also a choice of a pure 

wood handle.

With continuous 

handle

With continuous 

milled handle

A GREAT CHOICE
From concealed push-to-open modes
on the drawers to a bold accent handle 
on the front. 
Large wardrobe fronts are the perfect setting for beautiful handles. They add accents and visually break up 

large areas. Take advantage of the large selection of different handles that add a personal touch to Multiforma.

Our integrated solutions have an elegant effect – and 

are beautiful to the touch:

Push-to-open is the invisible „handle“ version that 

opens drawers at the gentle touch of a finger. A milled 

handle strip across the entire front rounds off our 

selection.

A MATTER OF TASTE
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DESIGN FREEDOM
À LA CARTE

FLEXIBLE FRONT
DESIGN

„Special request“ is our middle name. That is why we design furniture that allows you to implement your 

ideas. You want to break up your large wardrobe with an intermediate glass element? No problem. A narrow 

intermediate element to store your books? Of course! A wardrobe combining wooden slats and lacquered 

surfaces? Good idea, we think so too.

Elegant intermediate units turn the wardrobe into a multi-

functional unit. Glass doors protect everything you store from 

dust and dirt The homely wall unit also elegantly stores your 

seasonal clothes outside the sleeping area.

You design your dream wardrobe, we build it – this is how Multiforma 

turns your dreams into reality. The Raster structure allows the fronts and 

drawers to be arranged according to your ideas: Playfully accentuated or 

strictly symmetrical, tone-in-tone or contrasting.

Glass intermediate unit, combined with slatted 
front
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Top unit lighting

SLIDING DOORS
A perfect start to the day – the sun is shining, and the 

wardrobe door gently slides to one side. Thanks to the 

hülsta SoftGlide or electrical opening system, the generous 

Multiforma sliding doors not only open effortlessly and 

quietly, but they also leave plenty of room for individual 

interior design. The extensive choice of fronts and finishes 

allows the sliding door wardrobe to add a personal touch 

to the room. Multiforma sliding door wardrobes are space-

saving, as they do not require any room for opening the 

doors. Most of the designs are also available as bespoke 

productions.

AS ELEGANT AS IT IS
VERSATILE: DESIGN SA
Very simple fronts can also be designed individually upon 

request: This door design allows the combination of 

different surfaces or veneer directions – for a sophisticated 

eye-catcher in the bedroom or dressing area.
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YOUR STYLE DECIDES: 
DESIGN SB
The front of the classic sliding-door wardrobe is designed by you: 

All available Multiforma surfaces can be freely combined, doors as 

well as accents, lacquer as well as wood, matt as well as glossy. It 

is also possible to change the orientation of the veneer between the 

front and the “belt”. 

FLEXIBLE AND 
TEXTURED: 
DESIGN SC

Slats not only play an important role in architecture, 

but they are also an option with a special effect in 

Design SC: Slats bring the warmth of wood, but not 

its solid character, into a room: They break through the 

organic surface, play with light and shadow and radiate 

lightness. Design SC also offers unlimited variability in 

the choice of finishes. With or without slats? Your call.
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ROOM AND
RECESS SYSTEM

In addition to the lit clothes rail, the shelves also provide 

practical light. You will know straight away that you have 

put on a night-blue jumper with your black trousers.

 

WALK-IN WARDROBE
Good design is key.

Clever partitioning, innovative lighting, individual fittings – as a room and recess solution, 

Multiforma does everything to make tidiness exceptionally easy for you. Everything has its 

place – well protected and easily accessible.

The well-thought-out interior offers countless possibilities for 

storing every outfit and all accessories – from coats to ties or 

matching necklaces. Thanks to the practical lit clothes rail – in 

chrome or anthracite lacquer – the outfit for the day is chosen 

in no time at all. 

Multiforma delivers a perfect room system for walk-in 

wardrobes: In terms of planning, versatility of finishes and 

bespoke productions, the room system is just as practical 

as the carcase system. Glass fronts protect your clothes 

from dust, whilst closed fronts can also be used as room 

dividers. From the smallest recess to a generous dressing 

room, it can be individually sized and planned down to the 

last detail. We have designed Multiforma as a universal 

solution, thus ensuring that it matches all hülsta bedroom 

ranges and virtually every interior design style.   
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MULTIFORMA IS A GREAT 
CHOICE FOR A RECESS
AND ADAPTS TO YOUR ROOM.
During planning, a clever range shows you how to elegantly make full use of the space in corners and recesses, 

how to convert doors and how to give end units an attractive look.

The front of this hinged door full access corner unit 

forms a 90° angle and opens with two hinged doors. 

The standard interior fittings consist of two fitted 

shelves each and one clothes rod left and right. This 

corner unit can be planned as a basic or add-on unit 

and is available in three different standard heights up 

to 337.8 cm.

The front of this hinged door full access corner unit 

forms a 90° angle and opens with two hinged doors. 

The standard interior fittings consist of two fitted 

shelves each and one clothes rod left and right. This 

corner unit can be planned as a basic or add-on unit 

and is available in three different standard heights up 

to 337.8 cm.

HINGED DOOR 45° 
CORNER UNIT

HINGED DOOR
CORNER UNIT WITH
90° FULL ACCESS
CORNER

MULTIPLE
ANGLES 
The Multiforma end units offer a striking solution to finish 

your wardrobe fronts on either side. They are shaped 

left or right and available in two versions. The one-door 

version is 52 cm wide, and the two-door version is

102 cm wide. One of the doors is shaped accordingly.

TAILOR-MADE
Flexibility is one of the strengths of Multiforma. Ceiling-

high solutions up to 337.8 cm in height can be made to 

measure and even room doors can be integrated. The 

rounded end units add a pleasant touch. The core walnut 

finish is beautifully highlighted.
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CLOTHES LIFT
The clothes lift featuring a swing-out clothes rod makes 

it easy to access longer, hanging clothes. 

PULL-OUT SHELF 
AND TROUSER RACK 

The trousers are stored crease-free and can be pulled 

out with the rack and storage trays. The large pull-out 

shelf is perfect for getting jewellery ready and preparing 

outfits.

EQUIPMENT & 
ACCESSORIES
We make tidiness
very easy.
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TIE RACK

LIT SHELF

TROUSER RACK

Perfectly organised: Multiforma offers 4 rack versions, 

which can be used not only for ties, but also for belts, 

bras, necklaces and other accessories.  

Always in the right light: the automatic on/off switch 

of the LED light shelf reacts via a motion sensor.

 

The trouser rack is also practical for hanging belts 

and scarves. You can see your entire collection at one 

glance, make your selection and then fold the space-

saving rack away.
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Any dressing area requires suitable lighting. Perfect, if 

the light sources are fitted where you select your outfit, 

assess colours and details, i.e right at the wardrobe. 

Multiforma offers several attractive solutions for you to 

choose from.

MAGICAL LIGHT.
Great fun – and guarantees
matching socks at all times

LIGHTING REMOTE CONTROL

All wardrobe versions can be fitted with a cornice profile 

with integrated LED light fields. (illustr. left and right) A 

further option are cornice profiles with fitted LED spots. 

Alternatively, a passe-partout with surface-mounted 

LED lights (illustr. centre) can be selected. We use LED 

lamps with energy efficiency class A++ to A.

 

The optional remote control makes adjusting 

the wardrobe lighting practical, comfortable and 

flexible. Also available as a 4-channel remote 

control.
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MULTI 
BED
next level

Limitless
combinations.
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AS IF PAINTED: MULTIBED
Configured to suit your requirements.
You can rely on chance when trying to find the perfect bed – or you can search systematically. With Multibed, 

all the versions and dimensions are compatible with one another but also with other Multi furniture from 

hülsta. This provides you with a maximum degree of choice: Different headboards and cover upholstery 

enhance the basic choice, besides lacquer colours and genuine wood veneers, there are also countless 

fabric and leather versions to choose from. Thanks to the flexible lying heights and optional storage space 

available, Multibed unites comfort and function intelligently to create a most convincing system – and more 

importantly: Your own personal dream bed.

In the bedroom, a Multichest is not only an eye-catcher, 

it also allows a quick overview of your clothes. The 

sophisticated push-to-open technology makes handles 

for a Multichest dispensable. This means that individual 

accents are shown off even more clearly as a powerful 

contrast. In the hallway, the Multichest configured 

according to your wishes dutifully accommodates scarves 

and gloves.

In cream white lacquer, Multibed cuts an 
elegant figure.

A Multibed in soft angora makes the
bedroom as cosy as the name promises.

An elegant choice: Dark grey lacquer
combined with a stylish arched support.

hülsta has coordinated all the Multi ranges in such a way that 

all the veneers and lacquer colours, all the legs and formats 

can be combined according to suit you. Shown here, the 

veneer of the bed is reflected in the wardrobe front, and the 

night consoles pick up the powerful contrast of wood and 

pure white.

EVERYTHING FROM
ONE CAST

ALWAYS PERFECT: 
MULTICHEST
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MATCHING UPHOLSTERY 
UPON REQUEST

The best way to choose the right frame for restful 

sleep is by intuition. There is a choice of a wooden bed 

surround in fine lacquer or elegant real wood veneer. 

The highlight: The two parts of the bed surround are 

available in different lacquer finishes, the upper part can 

either be identical or chosen as an accent.

SET FOR WELLNESS
From head to toe.

As it is all about your wishes and your sleep, Multibed offers you tailor-made comfort: Whether arched support

or bed box, plain or accentuated, it will definitely turn out to be your dream bed.

The wooden headboard awaits you with one of three 

comfortable upholstered cushions and an elegant lighting 

option to match your bedtime reading or movie night. The 

same choice of lacquer colours and real wood veneers as well 

as countless fabric and leather covers from the hülsta cover 

collection are available for the minimalist version. The bed with 

wooden headboard can also be supplied without headboard 

upholstery upon request.
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VENEERED BED
No other material brings as much cosiness, nature and calm into the 

bedroom as real wood. For the inviting Multibed, we therefore offer selected 

veneers in various finishes. The two-part bed surround is available matching 

the arched bed support or bed box, either entirely in wood or with an accent 

in a lacquer colour of your choice. 

MULTI-
KOMMODE

The perfect sidekick to Multibed is the matching 

chest of drawers. If you love wood but do not want 

to furnish all your furniture with veneer, choose 

a matching or contrasting tone from our lacquer 

shades.

SLEEP BETTER
IN WOOD
Warm veneer in an
organic-elegant shape.
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STYLISH AND
COMFORTABLE
Additional functionality with bed box.

WHERE DO YOU STORE 
YOUR TREASURES?
A bed base is a wonderfully spacious „hiding place“ for 

seasonal bed linen or clothing and objects of all kinds. 

If you combine Multibed with the hülstaflex Comfort C 

sprung frame, you can access the storage space under 

the mattress very conveniently at any time thanks to the 

lift function and built-in gas pressure spring, the storage 

space under the mattresses can be accessed very 

conveniently at any time.

The soft upholstery makes the headboard very inviting 

and comfortable; at this point, a wooden element acts as 

an elegant accent.
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MULTI 
KOMMODE
next level

Limitless
combinations.
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FREE AND FLEXIBLE

1 Raster 3 Raster

4 Raster

2 Raster

As variable as never before, Multichest perfectly matches your wardrobes, 

your bed and above all your wishes. You can not only choose the surfaces 

to match, but also divide the drawers flexibly.

THE CHAMELEON 
Multichest offers
many options.
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5 Raster 6 Raster

7 Raster

8 Raster 9 Raster 10 Raster

PERFECT SUGGESTIONS

Shown here is only a small section of the available possibilities. The Raster structure allows for a 

wide variety of architectures and divisions for drawers and doors – in sizes ranging from one to ten 

Raster heights.

One colour, one veneer or a mixture? All front finishes can be combined with one 

another. There is also a choice of handle options from Multiforma and leg versions from 

Multiboxspring. Everything is variable and yet from one cast!
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MULTI 
BOXSPRING
next level

Limitless
versatility.
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MULTI BOXSPRING
Individuality meets versatility.
Breakfast in bed, reading the last pages of a fantastic thriller or falling asleep with the scent of fresh linen 

… A bed is probably the most beautiful place for relaxation and certainly for restful sleep. Our Boxspring 

beds offer outstanding lying comfort for everyone, our Boxspring system provides endless possibilities. 

The barely perceptible micro-swinging properties created by the sumptuous yet perfectly balanced extra 

springing of the Boxspring box gently rock you to sleep. It is not just a dream that everything is possible: 

A huge choice of shapes, sizes and colours allows you to design the right solution for you.

The good thing with Multiboxspring: There is no need 

to decide on one particular model, all components can 

be selected individually according to your wishes and 

combined to create your dream bed.   

The headboard, fabric, legs, box, mattress and topper 

create a customised bed – for your bedroom and your 

individual sleeping comfort.

5 POCKET SPRING CORE- 
MATTRESSES 

The spring core of the numerous mattresses is 

covered with different materials such as cold foam 

or gel, thus providing different lying properties.

5 TOPPER QUALITIES
Whether cold, viscose or bio-foam, the topper is 

the icing on the cake to ensure that special box 

spring feeling: Different core heights, materials 

and degrees of hardness are available to suit 

every preference.

14 HEADBOARDS
The headboard is a decisive factor in the bed‘s

appearance, look and comfort. There are 14

versions to choose from, ranging from straight-lined 

and compact to expansively opulent.

9 LEG VERSIONS
Elegant legs for a compact bed, a floating look, 

a hydraulic bed box or a simple frame style?

The choice is yours.

 
 NEW FABRIC COLLECTION 

Do you prefer cosy natural tones, or do you like 

powerful colours in striking textured fabrics?

The fabric collection offers many colour worlds 

and types.

3 TYPES OF SUBSPRINGING IN 
DIFFERENT HEIGHTS  

The box is the basis of every Boxspring system: 

Its springing ensures comfortable micro swings. 

We offer three heights, one of them with a bed 

box for extra storage.

THE NEW HÜLSTA
BOXSPRING SYSTEM:

Limitless
versatility.

MULTI 
BOXSPRING
next level
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Taupe
Textured fabric
M 313

Beige
Velour corduroy 
M 322

Creme
Velour
M 317

Darkbrown / beige
Textured fabric
M 315

Grey
Velour
M 320

Brown
Velour
M 329

Lightgrey
Textured fabric
M 311

Anthracite
Chenille
M 340

FABRIC COLLECTION
Naturals
Whether supple chenille in dark anthracite or textured velour in delicate beige – how your bed feels, how 

it looks in the morning light, is determined by your choice from our extensive fabric collection. More than 

130 different designs are available!

In addition to the lying comfort provided by the springing 

and upholstery, matching colours also ensure that you can 

relax from everyday life. Speaking of matching – the fabric 

collection of course harmonises perfectly with the Multiforma 

and Multichest versions.

SUBTLE NATURAL TONES 
FOR RELAXATION
We have carefully curated the fabric collection from high 

quality materials to ensure that you make a first-class 

choice with each option:

 Soft, muted tones transform the bedroom into a relaxing 

„spa“ zone as a retreat in the house, primarily for the night, 

but also for recharging during the day.
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NATURALLY
RELAXING
Soft in shape and colour.

WELLNESS FOR
AT HOME
The raised, organically shaped headboard is sumptuously 

upholstered and thus the ideal partner for extensive 

bedtime reading – it promises excellent seating comfort 

in addition to reclining comfort. Two all-round pipings in 

high-quality velour to the fabric with chenille character are 

the expression of a special manufacturing quality that runs 

through all elements from head to foot. The highlight of the 

foot solution: the feet act like a bed frame and emphasise 

the floating look.
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ERGONOMICALLY BEAUTIFUL
It is no coincidence that this comfortable box-spring bed visually 

hints at a sofa – it combines the best of both worlds. The curved 

headboard gives a feeling of security and perfectly matches the ele-

gant base and the soft velour in corduroy rib.

CLEVERLY
CRAFTED

Definitely worth taking a close look: It is a sign of 

perfect craftsmanship when organic curves are 

so cleverly crafted – without any pleats; optionally 

available in two colours. The bed can also be placed 

freestanding in the room as a room divider, The 

headboard also cuts a fine figure from behind.

AN OASIS
IN THE BEDROOM
Your new favourite place.
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PERFECT FOR SLEEP 
AND TIMEOUT

The natural colour scheme adds a soothing calmness to 

the bedroom. Shown here with wooden legs teamed up 

with an earth-coloured Bouclé fabric. The combination 

of shapes, colours and legs is always your choice. 

THE PERFECT BED
A place entirely to your liking.

As a bed is the most personal part of your home that has such a direct impact on your quality of life, 

the choice of every detail is entirely yours.

This headboard‘s comfort is immediately apparent. Two well-

upholstered elements provide plenty of volume – perfect for 

leaning against. A velcro cover on the box and a continuous 

cover for the mattress emphasise the horizontal lines – and 

say goodbye to divisons. Ideal for a movie night in bed or an 

exciting read before falling asleep.

BS 110 BS 130 BC 200BS 140

BC 230

BS100

BF 410BC 310

Headboards

New

Diamond quiltingPlain With round edgeRectangular quilting, big

Rectangular
design-quilting

Rectangular quilting, 
small

Square quilting
and buttons

You sleep in a bed the way you made it. That is why you can choose your favourites 

from 14 headboards, 5 mattresses, 5 toppers and more than 130 cover fabrics –

ensuring that you do not have to make any compromises. As the icing on the cake, 

there are of course feet, plinths and bed bases as well as matching consoles are also 

available.

BC370

With two-colour design 

Cushion
headboard

BC330

Ergonomically shaped

BC340

With central division

BC350

With tucks

BC360

With asymmetrical 
quilting

BC380

With allround piping
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SMART FOR PHONES

SQUARE, 
PRACTICAL AND
COMFORTABLE

A recessed plinth gives the compact bed a floating 

appearance. The division of the headboard into two 

parts is continued here in the box, while a joint cover 

for the two mattresses ensures comfort.

 

If you want to charge your mobile phone and smartwatch 

overnight, you will love the USB charging stations in the 

headboard. Two devices per side of the bed can be connected 

here.

Do you like a straightforward, functional and 

unpretentious look? Then we have just the right 

combination for you: The soft black chenille velour 

perfectly complements the classic design of the 

headboard.
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Rusty red
Velour corduroy
M 326

Red 
Linen mix fabric
M 339

Rosé 
Textured fabric 
M 312

Olive
Boucle
M 291

Olive
Velours
M 309

Petrol
Chenille
M 296

Blue-grey 
Linen mix fabric M 
338

Petrol
Velour corduroy look 
M 324

FABRIC COLLECTION
Colourful
Bouclé, velours, chenille and elegant wool fabrics make up just a few of our fabric types 

that are vying to become your new favourite fabrics in many different colours.

DEEP COLOURS FOR 
STRONG IMPRESSIONS
How about more contrast, more courage to try something new? In addition to the rather 

delicate naturals, our fabric collection also has a deep, intense colour world to offer. Here, 

the nuances are also inspired by nature, strong tones with an intense radiance.

Of course, both colour spectrums – neutral as well as intense tones - can be wonderfully 

combined and accentuated. This part of the fabric collection of course also perfectly 

matches the finishes of Multiforma and Multichest.
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COMFORT
LOOKS LIKE THIS
Square quilting meets
buttons.
It is instantly obvious how comfortable this bed is to sleep and 

relax in. The wonderfully soft made-to-measure headboard is 

matched just as well by the beautifully shaped feet in black as 

it is by the simple base, which makes cleaning easy.

A STRONG
STATEMENT
In an intense yet organic green, the opulent headboard 

with its generous upholstery is particularly inviting, warm 

and soft. The headboard is 1.30 m high as standard, but it 

can be reduced from below to any desired height and thus 

adapting to any room.
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80 cm

90 cm

100 cm

120 cm

140 cm

160 cm

180 cm

200 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Single boxes widths

Double boxes widths
Box lengths

15,0 cm

15,0 cm

 35 cm

 38,5 cm

20,0 cm

23,5 cm

Box heights

Electrically adjustable Boxspring box with cable
or remote control; back and foot section individually
adjustable.

THE BOXSPRING SYSTEM
Your tailor-made dream bed. 

A small room or a huge space, one Boxspring box or 

two combined, with or without joint? A single mattress 

or two in one cover, covered or not covered in furniture 

fabric? Your choice from a large selection. Everything 

is possible. Even motorised adjustment for maximum 

comfort.

Intelligent design: We combine the lying comfort of 

box spring technology with the practical possibilities 

of a bed box with storage space. Gas-pressurised 

struts ensure easy operation and easy access at all 

times.
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CHARMING AND 
COMFORTBLE
An attractive combination. A GENUINE

SHOWPIECE
The highlight of this simple headboard is the use of colour-

contrasting tucks in velour, creating exciting glossy effects 

alongside the textured fabric.

The motor-adjustable mattress ensures an ideal position 

both for sleeping and resting. During restful breaks, the 

swan-neck light adapted to the headboard proves to be 

extremely useful.
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CLEVER PLEATS
Thanks to its „little wings“, which provide a sense of security, and its 

elegant Italian flair, the bed in deep blue velour has an extravagant, 

sublime and yet very inviting effect.

This headboard combines a graceful design with an opulent look. 

We have pleated the soft cover fabric asymmetrically, so cleverly 

that the bed remains easy to clean.

FURNITURE OR
A PIECE OF ART?
As extravagant as it
looks.
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HOW YOU SLEEP
Toppers and mattresses.

Bed and mattress influence sleep quality, health and well-being. Make a sophisticated choice for the place where you 

spend a third of your life. Classic Boxspring beds are characterised by double springing in box and mattress, a matching 

topper lets you sink into sleep. 

The 4 cm thick core of the Bio KS topper is made from castor oil, a 

natural, renewable raw material. The excellent pressure relief and high 

shape recovery make it the ideal partner for restful sleep. The topper also 

proves to be particularly air-permeable.

TOPPER BIO KS

The special feature of this 7-zone pocket spring core mattress is an 

interactive spring core with spring elements of different heights: They 

support the body permanently and precisely as needed during movement. 

An air cushion in the core ensures excellent climate regulation, while 

adaptable organic cold foam with high shape recovery on the top provides 

a pressure-relief when lying.

TOPPOINT AKTIV

TopPoint Aktiv

Mattresses

Topper

TopPoint gel

TopPoint 1000TopPoint 500

Cold foamCold foam Comfort 500 KS Visko

Bio KS

TopPoint 4000

GELax
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LIVE ON 
BOARD
Online
advice

hülsta ONLINE INTERIOR DESIGN ADVICE
No matter how many kilometres separate us, 
everyone can make use of the personal interior design advice.

ADVANTAGE:
– Personal contact
– Joint live implementation
 via video conference or phone

TO START PLANNING
simply scan the QR-Code or visit:
www.huelsta.com/formular/huelsta-planungsservice/

THE HÜLSTA 
SHOWROOM IN 
STADTLOHN. 
The hülsta showroom in Stadtlohn offers 

an overview of the entire hülsta and 

now! by hülsta portfolio. Here, ideas and 

inspiration can be found in abundance. It is 

open to anyone, who wants to look at the 

furniture and seek advice. Simply make 

an appointment for a professional advice 

session with our experts, who are available 

from Monday to Friday..

ADVICE- 
SERVICE – IN 
PERSON AND 
ONLINE.
Whether you prefer personal or online 

advice is entirely your choice. Our experts 

are happy to help with any queries. 

According to customer information, we 

create a 3D computer generated design 

as a template for the hülsta retail partner. 

This ensures that our customers are in the 

best hands right from the starrt.

Need help with new furnishings? We are 

looking forward to getting creative! Our 

interior design advisors create tailor-made 

suggestions whilst taking all customer 

requirements and local conditions into 

consideration.
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A

Kastenmöbel / cabinet furniture 
Hersteller-Nr. / manufacturer-no. 

Kollektion / collection / Modell / model

Prüfnummer / control number

A
B
C
D

für Möbel
Emission class for furniture

EMISSIONSKLASSE

Emissionsklasse für Möbel nach der 
RAL-Registrierung RAL-RG 437  
der Deutschen Gütegemeinschaft 
Möbel • Emission class for furni- 
ture according to RAL-RG 437 • 
www.emissionslabel.de

H19740036

Gesamtkollektion

15-003-20

NATURALLY BEAUTIFUL
Sustainability at hülsta.

Durability

Regional & 
sustainable

Put through
its paces

At hülsta, everything starts with nature. Genuine wood is our most 
important and favourite material – organic, solid and very individual. 
It breathes and has character. It is therefore no coincidence that we 
manufacture furniture from wood in order to turn a room into a home.

Our modern design classics can be
combined in different ways and
reinvented again and again. The 
classic style and robust quality of our 
furniture survive every strenuous 
move and each new phase of life.

Our veneers and solid woods come from 
sustainable sources. We deliberately do 
not use tropical woods in order to save 
the rain forests and to avoid long distance 
transportation. We prefer using local 
suppliers and of course pay attention to 
sustainability in the selection process.

Our furniture proves its extraordinary
durability in strict stress and climate 
tests. We do not spare them in our own 
laboratory: They must withstand a 
wide range of conditions in terms of
temperature, humidity and mechanical 
stress.
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hülsta-werke Hüls GmbH & Co. KG
Karl-Hüls-Str. 1
48703 Stadtlohn
Tel.: +49 (25 63) 86-0 
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E-Mail: info@huelsta.de
Web: www.huelsta.de
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